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A c lass of Cauchy-Schwarz type inequalities for partitioned hermitian matrices is presented. 
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Let M;; denote the set of r X n matrices over the complex numbers. Write M" for M;:. Let G be 
a subgroup of 5"'1, the symmetric group on ml symbols. Suppose A. is a character of degree 1 on C. 
If X = (Xij) EM",t, the generalized matrix function of X is 

",1 

d(X) = 2: A(CT) IT Xt<T (t). 

<TEe; t = I 

Letf: Mp ~ M", be any function. Thenf induces a function 'PJ: Mpq ~ M",q as follows: 

where X = (X st ) IS a block matrix in which X s t is a p X P submatrix of X, 1 :%: s, t :%: q. 

Let AI, . . ., A kEM~I' Let H be the block matrix 

(A;* is the conjugate transpose of A d 
LEMMA. The matrix H is positive semi-definite hermitian (psdh). 
PROOF: 

H=[AOi.. 0][/,.. 
. A: I,.. 

. I,. ] [AI . ° ] 

. I,. 0 '. Ak ' 

where I,.EM,. is the identity matrix. 
(Observe that in general the block matrix whose i, jth block is A/A i is not psdh. Take 

Suppose f is such that 'PJ(H) is psdh. We may write 

*This work was done (1969- 1970) while the author was a National Acade my of Sciences·National Researc h CounciJ Pos tdoctoral Research Associate at the Na
tional Bureau of Standards. Washington, D.C. 20234. 
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Now, by a trivial consequence of a result of Marcus and Katz [4, Theorem 3],1 the block matrix 

is psdh. Taking the determinant of the leading 2 X 2 principal sub matrix, one obtains the main 
result: 

THEOREM. 

One easily sees that a string of further inequalities is available by taking any generalized 
matrix function of any of the leading principal submatrices. 

Some functions,f, which have the property that CPf sends psdh matrices to psdh matrices have 
been discovered. A partial list follows. Let XEMp . 

1. Letf(X) =X. Then the theorem reduces to the well known result ([9, p. 168] or [5, p. 323]) 

d(A*A)d(B*B) ;;.: Id(A*B) 12. 

When p = l = 1, this is the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. 
2. If p = 1, let f(x) = xl', where r is a positive integer. Then Schur proved f has the required 

property [8]. Lowner [2] extended this to cover the case for any real number at least l. 
3. If p=l, letf(x) = Ixl2 [3]. 
4. Let 5 be a subgroup of Sp and X a character on 5, let 

f(X) = L x(O") ~ Xta(t) [7]. 
a.S t = 1 

5. For l= 1, k=2, letf(X) = trace (X2), [6]. 
6. For a given symmetry class of tensors arising from a group and a character of degree 1, let 

f(X) =K(X) be the associated matrix, or let f(X) be any generalized matrix function of X [4, 
Theorem 3]. (For a discussion of these terms, see [9], [6]: [10].) 

7. Let af (X), . . ., a~ (X) be the squares of the singular values of X. Let 

f(X) = trace K (diag (a7(X) , . . ., a~ (X») 

be the Schur function of the squares of the singular values of the matrix X [6]. We may take 

f(X) =Es(Al(X), ... , Ap(X» 

to be the sth elementary symmetric function of the eigenvalues of X [1]. 

The author thanks Morris Newman for shortening the proof ~f the lemma. 
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